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Introducing AdWash Pro: 



Together, let's redefine cleanliness and advertising success!

Alternating information on 
carpooling rides, weather, 
menu options and much 

more

Clean Hands

The AdWash Pro digital 
hand sanitizer kiosk is 
perfect for high-traffic 
areas such as shopping 
malls, airports, schools, 
and hospitals where 
hygiene is crucial. AdWash 
Pro digital hand sanitizer 
advertising kiosk is a 
reliable and innovative 
solution that reflects your 
company's commitment to 
providing hygiene 
solutions to its customers.

The Ultimate Hand Wash 
Station and Advertising 
Platform! 
At Sanera Canada with our AdWash Pro we have revolutionized 
the way hand hygiene and advertising intersect creating an 
innovative and intelligent hand wash station. Designed to prioritize 
cleanliness and captivate audiences, our AdWash Pro seamlessly 
combines a superior hand-washing experience with dynamic 
advertising displays.

Unmatched Hygiene:

• Promote a safe and healthy environment by offering 
individuals a convenient and efficient hand washing 
solution in high-traffic areas.

• The AdWash Pro is equipped with advanced touch-less 
technology, eliminating the need for physical contact and 
reducing the risk of cross-contamination.

• Trust in our reliable and high-capacity dispenser, 
guaranteeing a continuous supply of wash liquid for 
optimal hand cleaning.

Engaging Advertising Platform:

• Transform your advertising campaigns into dynamic 
experiences with our integrated 23”high-resolution digital 
screen strategically placed on the AdWash Pro station. 
(Touch Screen Optional)

• Command attention and maximize engagement with 
visually appealing advertisements, promotions, or public 
service announcements. 

• Enjoy the flexibility of remotely updating your 
advertisements in real-time, ensuring your messaging 
remains relevant and impactful.

• Make the most of your advertising budget by reaching a 
diverse and captive audience in prominent locations such 
as shopping centres, airports, educational institutions, 
corporate offices, and more.



Together, let's redefine cleanliness and advertising success!

Benefits for Advertisers:

• Heighten brand visibility and recall by capturing the attention of individuals who 
prioritize clean and safe environments.

• Increase customer engagement through visually captivating multimedia content 
displayed on the AdWash Pro's sleek digital screens.

• Leverage our robust analytics and reporting system to measure and optimize your 
advertising campaign performance. (Requires the AdWash Pro+ subscription.)

• Support local businesses and community initiatives by advertising their products and 
services, fostering strong relationships and driving economic growth.

Sanera Canada and AdWash Pro are committed to providing advanced hand hygiene 
solutions while offering businesses a powerful advertising platform.  Elevate your brand and 
contribute to a new era of cleanliness and advertising excellence by choosing AdWash Pro.

Contact us today to learn more about the innovative features of AdWash Pro, and how our 
hand wash station can transform your advertising efforts into meaningful connections with 
your audience.

Call: 289.273.9283

Email: sales@saneracanada.com
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